Bible

- Students will learn about salvation and what the death and resurrection of Christ means to every individual.
- Students will learn and recite weekly memory verses.
- Students will learn numerous Christian character traits and learn the behavior associated with each.
- Students will learn the following stories from the Old and New Testament:
  - Creation
  - Old Testament Heroes
  - The Journey to the Promised Land
  - Judges and Kings
  - The Life of Christ
  - Growing as a Christian
  - Giving Thanks
  - Believing, Trusting, Pleasing, and Serving God
  - New Testament Heroes

Language Arts (Phonics, Spelling, Reading, Sight Words, Creative Writing)

- Students will review the sounds of long and short vowels, consonants, blends, and digraphs.
- Students will use the one- and two-vowel rules to decode words.
- Students will acquire phonological and phonemic awareness skills for decoding words in reading and writing.
- Students will learn spelling rules such as doubling consonants, dropping the silent e, and changing the y to i.
- Students will memorize spelling words weekly.
- Students will learn punctuation rules.
- Students will recognize and write complete sentences.
- Students will be able to spell, write, and read words using suffixes and prefixes, syllables, compound words, rhyming words, opposite words, same meaning words, and contractions.
- Students will read silently and orally daily to increase their reading skills and stamina.
- Students will accurately and fluently read and comprehend grade level appropriate texts.
- Students will increase their fluency rate through concentrated study of sight words.
- Students will grow as emerging writers and develop creatively and conventionally through practice.
- Students will learn about the writing process. They will learn how to write narrative, informational, and opinion writing.

Mathematics

- Students will recognize and count numbers up to 1,000.
- Students will learn to count and write by 2’s, 3’s, 5’s, 10’s, 25’s, and 100’s.
- Students will identify the greatest and the least number.
- Students will learn to sequence numbers and patterns.
- Students will review ordinal numbers.
- Students will memorize math fact families up to 12 (addition and subtraction).
- Students will learn two-digit addition.
- Students will learn two-digit subtraction.
▪ Students will identify numbers that come before and after by 1, 2, 5, and 10.
▪ Students will learn to read and solve word story problems using addition and subtraction.
▪ Students will tell time to the nearest hour and half hour.
▪ Students will understand calendar concepts (dates, days of the week, months of the year, seasons).
▪ Students will count money with combinations of coins and bills.
▪ Students will identify place value to the 100’s place (three digits).
▪ Students will understand the fractions 1/3, and 1/2 of whole objects and groups of objects.
▪ Students will use linear measurements (inches, centimeters, feet, and yards).
▪ Students will measure temperature.
▪ Students will read and create graphs/charts (bar graphs, pictographs, pie charts, and T charts).
▪ Students will distinguish between geometric plane figures and three-dimensional figures.
▪ Students will be introduced to the concepts of multiplication and division.
▪ Students will learn math vocabulary and use it to aid with problem solving skills.

SOCIAL STUDIES
▪ Students will learn about folktale heroes – John Henry, Johnny Appleseed, Davy Crockett, Paul Bunyan, and Annie Oakley.
▪ Students will learn about the freedoms and symbols in the U.S.A.
▪ Students will learn about changes in communication and travel over time.
▪ Students will understand contributions made by Thomas Jefferson, Lewis and Clark with Sacagawea, Harriet Tubman, Benjamin Franklin, George Washington Carver, and Theodore Roosevelt.
▪ Students will compare everyday life of historical figures to the present, including the cultural and geographical differences.
▪ Students will identify major topographical features of the earth.
▪ Students will understand and describe how people are producers and consumers.
▪ Students will identify city, county, state, nation, and continent.
▪ Using John 3:16 as our scripture base, we will use Biblical integration in our study of other countries. Students will learn various facts about the different continents, including: landmarks, cultural differences, habitats, foods, animals, and more.

SCIENCE
▪ Students will explore the properties of air.
▪ Students will use instruments to observe and record weather to monitor temperature and rainfall.
▪ Students will organize monthly weather data, using graphs to describe weather trends.
▪ Students will learn the three basic cloud types.
▪ Students will observe the sun and moon moving across the sky, depending on the time of day or night.
▪ Students will differentiate between living and non-living things.
▪ Students will identify the habitats of living organisms.
▪ Students will grasp the basic needs of living things (air, space, water, light, and nutrients/food).
▪ Students will learn about mammals.
▪ Students will study the life cycles of egg laying organisms (fish, birds, and insects).
▪ Students will learn how plants and animals meet their basic needs.
▪ Students will develop an understanding of how to manipulate sound to change volume and pitch.
▪ Students will develop simple models for how sound travels from a source to a receiver.
▪ Students will experiment with how to create and change shadows and reflections.
▪ Students will explore how to use sound and light devices to communicate information.